
🍀Yotsukura High School🍀

● This is Yotsukura High School．
● Yotsukura High School was

established in 1948.
● Yotsukura High School will merge

with Taira Commercial High
School in 2026.

● You can see the sea from the
window of the Yotsukura High
School classroom. very beautiful.

● This is a class photo of class 1 of
the first year.

● There are a lot of unique people in
Class 1.

● Currently, there are 29 men and
women in the first class of the first
year.



Yotsukura High School

No.1

This is Nobuyuki Tanaka teacher.

He is P.E. teacher.

He is the head of the grade.

He is the track and field adviser.

He has worked for Yotsukura high school

for four years.

He is funny and a great teacher.

No.2

I belong to the track and field club. We are active with 1 third year boy,

second year boys, and 2 second year girls. I am practicing hard.

Everyone is unique and interesting. It is a very fun club activity!!



　　yotsukura high school　　
There is tea ceremony club in Yotsukura　High 　School.

I have club activities once a week.

I have a lot to remember but it's fun.

Finally, the graduates wear kimonos and have a farewell
party.

There is a sports festival in Yotsukura high school.

I played badminton. It's my happiest memory.



Yotsukura　High　School

The symbol of Yotsukura High School is

Yotsuba.

These four leaves have four meanings.

It’s also the school emblem of Yotsukura
High School.

There is also a biblio battle to introduce
books.



We will choose our favorite book and
introduce it to each other.



Yotsukura High School

No.1

There is a sports festival in Yotsukura High School.

We played volleyball.

We lost in the end, but I’m glad we all had fun andworked hard…!!

I want to win next time!!

No.2



The schoolyard of Yotsukura High School is very large.

I really like the scenery of the schoolyard that I see during class!!

Many cherry blossoms bloom in this schoolyard in spring!!

Cherry blossoms are very beautiful…!!



Yotsukura High School
〈Nebuta〉

This is picture of the students of Yotsukura High School

making Nebuta.

Students make Nebuta for a summer festival every year.

The Nebuta made by the students was shown at the festival

and surprised the people who came to see the festival.

〈Two-person〉

Classes at Yotsukura High School are conducted with a two-person
system.

The two-person system means that there are two teachers per
class.

There are two teachers, so it's easy to ask the teacher what you
don't not understand and take the test.



Yotsukura High School

①

〇There is a course called dual course from the second grade.

〇It's one of the two course choices.

〇It's a course to learn what it means to work.

〇work at a company.

〇Learn how to prepare as a member of society.

〇Learn the knowledge and skills necessary to work.

②

〇There is a sports festival every year.

〇We have various competitions.



〇This year, I played badminton, table tennis, volleyball, relay, and
borrowing competition.

〇Compete for the ranking in the class.

〇We will cooperate with the people in the class to compete.

〇cooperate with the people in the class to compete.



Yotsukura High School
➀Our school has lots of fun events.

For example,there are sports festivals, art appreciation parties

and cultural festivals.

The art appreciation meeting and cultural festival will be replaced

for one year.

Last year,we saw a play at an art appreciation meeting.

There is also a clovercup.

Clovercup solves the same problem for all students.

Compete for points there.

　　　　　　↑↑↑↑↑↑Arts Appreciation Association

➁Our school have various committees.

There are the Central Committees,the Library Committee,

the Broadcasting Committees,the Election Management Committee,

the Sports Committee,and the Newspaper Committee.

In addition to the committee, there is also a student council and

there are many places where everyone can play an active role.



　　　　　　　↑↑↑↑↑↑　Sports Committee



YOTUKURA HIGH SCHOOL

This is Wda tomonori teacher.

He is an art teacher and

art club advisor.

For me, he is the best teacher!

They are members of the art club.

Everyone is unique and gets along very well.

The club activities are very loose and fun！


